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SEDS Italy 
THE ASSOCIATION
SEDS Italy is the Italian national federation of students and their affiliated
associations working towards the advancement, growth, and widespread
sharing of information, research, and training in the realm of space
exploration, knowledge, and utilization.

Increase awareness of the space
industry among university students

Organize educational and
informative events

Promote projects through which
students can put their knowledge into
practice

Partner with industry to offer career
opportunities to our members

Collaborate with academia, companies
and associations to enrich our
community of national and international
students passionate about space

OUR MISSION



OUR DELEGATIONS
SEDS Italy’s members are enthusiastic and dynamic university students
with diverse backgrounds, all united by their strong passion for the
space sector. As of July 2023, SEDS Italy count 12 delegations and 800
members.

AESA TORINO
POLISPACE
SEDS ASTRA (Coming)
SEDS BOCCONI
SEDS CATTOLICA
SEDS FERRARA (New)
SEDS GUIDO CARLI
SEDS PIEMONTE ORIENTALE
SEDS PISA (New)
SEDS POLIBA
SEDS SAPIENZA
SEDS UNINA

SEDS  UPO 
Among SEDS Italy’s university delegations, SEDS UPO was founded at
the Universitá del Piemonte Orientale, in Novara. Its goal is to make
UniUPO an academic reality of excellence in the field of economics,
law and STEAM subjects within the space sector. Moreover, they aim
to fill the gap between industry and academia by giving their
students the chance to directly interact with companies..

National reach:

This year's SEDS Italy Space Conference will be organized in
collaboration with SEDS UPO, under the patronage of  Università

del Piemonte Orientale. 

This year SISC 23 will be organized in
collaboration with SEDS UPO, and the
Università del Piemonte Orientale. 



SISC 
The SEDS Italy Space Conference (SISC) is the main annual national
event organized by SEDS Italy in collaboration with its delegations.
SISC is an opportunity for the delegates to engage with major players
in the space sector, discuss current challenges and opportunities,
and consider the prospects and future goals of space exploration.

SISC 2022

Dr. Matteo Picconeri 
Manager AVIO

Ersilia Vaudo 
Astrophysics, Officer and
Space Advisor ESA

Massimo Comparini
CEO Thales Alenia Space

SPONSORS & PARTNERS

In 2022, the first edition of SISC was organized at LUISS EnLabs in
Rome, in collaboration with SEDS Guido Carli.

Several professionals from the Italian space sector spoke on the
LUISS EnLabs stage, including: 

Walter Villadei 
Astronaut

Alessio Grasso 
Head of Aerospace and
Defense DALLARA

Marcello Amato 
General Director CIRA

SEDS Italy Space Conference

Veronica La Regina
CEO Nanoracks Europe

Enrico Flamini
Chief Scientist ASI, Gold
Medal NASA

Sergio Marchisio
International Space Law



Italy has a long and proud history in this sector, and SISC 2023 aims
to bring together experts from all over the country to share their
knowledge and experience. 

SISC 2023 will feature conference sessions alongside a permanent
career fair area with representatives from sponsor companies.

The main themes will be:
 

Space Medicine
Space Science 

Space Economy & Law

Date: 
27/10/2023

 

Location: 
Università del Piemonte Orientale, Via Ettore Perrone, 18, 28100

Novara, Italy

SISC 2023

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

SISC 23 Registration- Career Fair
Conference start and Welcome speech
Panel I – Space Medicine 
Coffee Break 
Panel II - Space Science 
Lunch Break 
Side Events
Panel III -  Space Law & Economy 
Closing Remarks
Side Events
Ending
After-event dinner in Milan

09:00 
09:30 
10:00
11:30
12:00 
13:30 
14:30 
15:00 
16:30
17:00 
18:00 
20:30 



GOALS
AWARENESS
SEDS Italy Space Conference is a leading conference for students and

young professionals interested in the space industry. It will be a chance

to discuss the relevant topics concerning this field and spread their

vision about it.

EMPOWERING 
Innovative and exciting talks, discussions, and workshops from leading

experts in the space industry. 

NETWORKING 
SISC 2023 will feature a variety of activities such as dinners, panels and

networking receptions, giving participants the chance to mingle and

build meaningful connections with SEDS Italy’s sponsors and partners. 

job opportunities and products/services showcasing

business networking

new partnerships

meeting students and recent graduates

The event will be a platform for: 

During the event, attendees will be able to actively participate in

panel discussions, keynote speeches, lectures, and interactive

workshops related to the space industry.



LOCATION

Welcome to the halls of UPO University, an academic beacon
located in Novara.  With a rich heritage and a commitment to
excellence, UPO stands tall as a distinguished institution for its
scientific education, renowned for its academic prowess and
transformative educational experiences. 

The new auditorium with
a capacity of about 300
people and its state-of-
the-art equipment, offers
an immersive experience
for audiences.

Università del Piemonte Orientale, Novara (IT)

A networking and career fair area to
accommodate both formal and
informal interactions. A space to
engage in meaningful conversations
with employers and build bridges with
industry.



‘‘TOGETHER
WE’LL GO
BEYOND’’

President at SEDS Italy
Giorgio Lorini: giorgio.lorini@seds.it

External Relations at SEDS Italy
Lara Zanoni: external.relations@seds.it

SISC 2023 Event Manager
Ilaria Fiore: ilaria.fiore@seds.it
Claudia Magistro: claudia.magistro@seds.it

President at SEDS UPO and SISC 2023 Deputy Event Manager 
Daniel Oldani: daniel.oldani@sedsupo.org

sisc@seds.it


